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Introduction
When setting course on a degree in religious studies, I wanted to 
know all there was to know about religion. I wanted concrete answers to 
nebulous questions. Above all, I wanted scholarly answers. Unfortunately, 
scholarly answers do not always tell you what you want to hear. Is there a 
God? Is Jesus really the truth, the way and the light? Most good scholars 
won't answer these questions for you. It is up to the individual, on the basis 
o f his own research, whether that research is superficial or extensive, to 
determine his own beliefs. It was upon this quest for faith that I embarked 
upon a course in religious studies. A ll that I can say is that this quest has 
turned a cloudy decision into a truly nebulous decision. There are many 
religions with many appealing aspects. These same religions, every last one, 
also have very definite drawbacks. These drawbacks do not have to do with 
unacceptable moral or ethical views, rather they are certain philosophical 
d ifficulties inherent in the religions themselves. There are also historical 
d ifficulties which I have a hard time overcoming. I have not found one 
“ sacred”  religious text which does not abound in controversy and 
contradiction. Nevertheless, there are millions o f people who hold that
these texts are infallible. It is exactly this type of narrow-minded thinking 
that led me to pursue a secular scholarly study o f religion.
As I have grown up within a Christian society in a Christian family, 
Christianity has been very appealing to me. I cannot ignore the fact, 
however, that the social aspect o f my life  shaped my beliefs. Most 
“ Christians" believe that their way to “ heaven" is the only way. This sort o f 
exclusivism has very definite problems. Are we to believe that God works 
geographically? This would certainly follow i f  Christianity is the only way 
to understand the divine being. A good friend of mine once remarked that 
many Christians are going to die and go to heaven only to be surprised to 
see themselves surrounded by Jews, Muslims. Hindus, Buddhists, and the 
pious from various other religious sects. It occurred to me that none o f the 
world religions has the complete and definite answer. Therefore, we can 
only begin to get a hint of the divine reality through a study o f these various 
religions by noticing the similarities and the differences between all o f them.
This brings me to the study o f Christianity. As I noted above, 
Christianity has had a major impact on my life. I cannot say that I adhere to 
its principles nor that I reject them. I think that Christianity has many 
positive things to offer, while at the same time there arc elements w ith in 
Christianity which I have difficulty accepting. The core o f Christian belief 
is the resurrection. For the faith of many Christians lives or dies by the 
historicity o f this event. As Paul said, " I f  Christ has not been raised, then 
our preaching is in vain and your faith is in vain" (I Corinthians 15:14). It 
is w ith this affirmation in mind that I began to study the resurrection 
narratives. Early in my study, it occurred to me that before addressing the
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historicity o f the resurrection, we must first ask what the resurrection was. 
It was in understanding what the resurrection meant to the various authors 
o f the gospels that the greatest headway was made.
Chapter One: Mark
Hi And when the sabbath was fxist, Man Magdalene, ami Marx the mother of lames, ami 
Salome, brought spues, so that they might go ami anoint him. Ami very. arlx on the first 
day o f  the week they went to the tomb when the sun had risen. And they were saxim» to 
one amdher. "Who will roll away the stone from the door o f the tomb? ” "And looking up, 
they saw that the stone was rolled hark it was very large. And entering the tomb, they 
saw a young man sitting on the right side, dressed in a white robe; and they were amazed. 
'And he said to them, "l)o m>t be amazed; you seek Jesus o f Nazareth, who was rrunfied. 
He has risen, he is not hen*; see the plare where they laid him. Hut go. tell his diseiples 
and Peter that he is going before you to t iahlee; there you will see him as he told you." 
And they went out ami fled from the unnb; for trembling and astonishment had rome uf>on 
them; and they said nothing to any tine, for they were afraid.
The Easter narrative in the gospel o f Mark poses some particularly 
interesting difficulties. It is unlike the other synoptic gospels in that it docs 
not explicitly describe any appearances The consensus among scholars is 
that the last twelve verses which appear in the canon arc an appendix written 
by a later evangelist, possibly in the second or third century. Evidence for 
this rejection includes several points. Namely, that the best manuscripts end 
with verse e ighth . Also, the transition to the appendix is disjointed, and the 
style is quite different from the rest of the text. The appendix begins by 
restating an appearance to Mary Magdalinc and contradicting the “ ending" at
'  "‘The last twelve verse* o f the coiiimotil) revel M il text o f Mark are absent from the two oiliest (ireek 
manuscripts (X amt B), from the Old In tin  cixlex Bobicnsts, the Siu.iiIk  manuscript, about one hundred 
Armenian manuscripts, and the two oldest Georgian manuscripts (written V I) 897 and A I) 9U ). ( 'lenient 
o f Alexandria and On gen show no knowledge of the existence o f these verses, fiirthennore JiiiseNus and 
Jerome attest that the passage wits absent from almost all (ireek copies known to them" (Met/.ger, 122-A).
verse eight. Other manuscripts exist which contain an altogether different 
and shorter appendix, but these manuscripts are even more suspect than the 
canonical appendixt, I f  Mark's autograph ended after verse eight, it seems 
quite plausible that an ending o f this type would have made many people 
uncomfortable. Hence, an explanation for the different appendices in 
existence can be conjectured. A dissatisfaction with an ending after verse 
eight may have lead certain people to believe the gospel was incomplete. 
They may have felt that the gospel was missing a section when they received
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their transcription, or they may have felt that Mark got the story wrong. In 
any event, they could have added the text which they felt was missing.
This brings us to a crucial question. Did the autograph copy o f the 
text end with verse eight? Scholars have spent considerable time discussing 
this problem. The canonical appendix almost surely is not autographical. 
however this does not prove that the gospel ended after verse eight. In fact, 
scholars have raised several difficulties with an ending at this point. Some 
o f these problems are as follows:
I) The Greek text ends with a conjunction (,t>ar). This alone, some 
scholars have suggested, shows that Mark did not intend to end his gospel at 
this point, because ending a sentence with a conjunction is grammatically 
barbarous in Gre< k. Nevertheless, "instances have been adduced in Greek 
literature and the papyri o f short sentences ending with gar to form the 
conclusion o f a paragraph, a letter or a section of a book" (Evans, 73).
' “ Several witnesses continue alter verve X as follntvs Ilia  tlie> rc|K>rtcd briefly to IVier ami lliose u n it 
him all that they had been told And idler this Jesus himself sent m il In means o f them. Irian east to west, 
the saered and imperishable proclamation »l'eternal salvation ' The internal evidence lor the shorter endni)! 
is decidedly against its being genuine. Hesides containing a high percentage of non Marknn words, its 
rhcloricul tone differs totally from the simple sly lent Mark's (iospcl" (Mcl/gcr. I2.if>)
P. W. van der Horsi has noted the following examples.
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The first is the end o f a model letter: Pseudo-Demetrius, Formae HpisiaUrae.... The 
second example is Vita Aesopi, w here %ar is ihc ending of a story about Acsopus and 
Xanthos....Thc third example is the end of the preface of the third book o f 
Polyucnus'Slratet’emata. ( l i t ) .
Thus, while this type o f usage may constitute poor grammar, it is conceiv­
able. Further, Perrin notes that ending his gospel with gar is not the only 
grammatical error which the evangelist makes (17). It appears that i f  the 
autograph text ended with verse eight, either Mark used gar as an inten­
tionally abrupt ending or has simply given an example of his particularly 
poor usage o f grammar.
2) It has been suggested that Mark would have to include some
appearance narratives after stating in verse seven, “ he is going before you to
Galilee; there you w ill see him." There are certain d ifficulties w ith this
notion. Namely, it is not perfectly clear that this verse alludes to an
appearance by Jesus. Further, even if  this is an indication o f an appearance, 
it does not necessitate a description o f such an appearance.
Mark may have felt that alluding to an appearance was sufficient to explain 
its occurrence. Moreover, as w ill be shown later, a listing o f the appear­
ances may have contradicted his purpose in ending after 16:8.
Mark 16:7 has been interpreted in several different ways. I f  we 
accept that this verse alludes to an appearance, then there are at least two 
possibilities First, that Jesus w ill precede the disciples and Peter in his 
journey to Galilee. This is the most logical interpretation from the letter of 
the text. Second, that Jesus w ill actually lead them to Galilee in the manner 
which he led them to Jerusalem before his crucifixion. Fuller argues against
this idea, because "this would entail the picture o f the Risen One as an 
earthly wanderer in the manner of the later resurrection narratives. But 
here is no indication that Mark conceived the appearances in this way" (61). 
Further, it seems that this would serve no purpose. Why would Jesus 
physically lead the disciples to Galilee? It seems that Jesus would only have 
to lead the disciples in this manner if  they were not trusted to get to Galilee 
themselves. It may be that this suggestion has been made only because o f the 
ambiguity which is present in the Greek. Generally, the possibility that 16:7 
alludes to an appearance in Galilee is certainly veritable, especially when 
connected with 14:28. Following only a literal reading o f the text. Jesus* 
own declaration coupled with the Kaster declaration that Jesus w ill "go 
before you to Galilee" could not mean anything but an appearance which 
was to occur in Galilee. Flowever. because o f the ambiguity in the language 
as well as the necessity for this appearance to be made in Galilee, we cannot 
draw a conclusion with regard to an appearance.
Two more positions may stem from the ambiguity in 16:7. First is 
the idea that the reference in 16:7 is to the inauguration of the mission to the 
gentiles. Galilee is referred to in the Old Testament as "Galilee o f the 
Gentiles." Fuller notes that "passages which associate Galilee with Gentiles 
are Judg. 1:30,33; Joel 4:4; I Macc. 5:15" (206). This inauguration o f the 
mission to the gentiles seems like a genuine possibility considering that 
Mark's community was concerned with the mission to the gentiles and that 
the early church grew out o f a Jewish heritage. This may reflect an attempt 
by Mark to prove the legitimacy o f the gentile mission. Second, some 
scholars have suggested that this points to the parousia. This notion has been
favored by Norman Perrin and w ill be discussed later in more depth. An 
identification o f 16:7 with the parousia is certainly possible since the gospel 
has a strong emphasis on the parousia in general and its imminent 
occurrence. Also, Mark may identify with a more spiritual understanding 
of the resurrection. Therefore, a physical appearance would contradict this 
type o f conception. Mark 16:7 is certainly a crucial verse, and how it is 
interpreted reflects upon the entire passage. 'There has been no solid 
evidence raised as to why this should lead to an appearance and may be the 
result o f scholars who wish to interpret the passage in light o f the other 
gospels.
3) C. F. Evans explains Bultmann's position in which
Bultmann holds lhat this cannot have been the original ending on the grounds that the 
other evangelists did not regard it so. that in giving only a promise and not an 
account of an appearance it would contradict the character o f the resurrection tradition 
as we have it in the other gospels, and lhat “ for they were afraid”  is manifestly 
apologetic in tone and dies not make a good end (71).
There are certain problems with this assessment by Bultmann. First.
Bultmann’ s view contends that Mark's account included an appearance story,
however, since Matthew and Luke both derive from Mark, the opposite
seems to be the case. "As seems likely on the evidence, the copy o f Mark
used by Matthew and Luke also broke o ff at this point - they diverge sharply
here both from each other and from anything which is likely to have stood
in Mark" (Evans, 68). ’Therefore, either Mark ended his gospel after 16:8
or the original ending was already lost when Matthew and Luke used Mark.
Second, i f  in fact there is only a promise of an appearance, then it may. as
Bultmann contends, contradict the resurrection tradition as it appears in the
other gospels. However, this contradiction in itself does not prove that
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Mark did not end his gospel after verse eight, especially when it is 
considered that the other evangelists derive from Mark and as such 
developed the tradition which we have today. It seems far more plausible 
that the other evangelist's were uncomfortable with what Mark had written, 
feeling that it was incomplete, and added narratives about the appearances.
4) Even i f  we accept the notion that there existed text beyond verse 
eight, there seems to be no plausible explanation as to why this text was lost. 
One possibility which has been raised says that one or more leaves o f the 
text could have been lost. This explanation has little merit, because i f  this 
were to happen, it would have had to happen early before any copy was 
made. Also as Farrer argues, if  any text was lost before transcription, it 
surely would have been replaced from memory
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Was there ever a time w hen the only existing copy of St. Mark was rotting on a shell 
unused? Was it not from the lirst in use for the purpose lor which it was surely 
designed - for Church reading and common edification? And if  so, would the last 
page have been allowed to wear out or drop o ff w ithout being copied? Or was there 
a dav w hen the reader turned to the congregation in contusion, and said, ‘ I am sorry. 
brethren, but mice have eaten this morning's lesson?’ liven so. could not the 
missing leaf have been w ritten again from memory (173)?
Another explanation is that the author died before finishing the text. This 
idea may solve the problem about replacement from memory, but it also has 
its problems. First, the coincidence o f the author dying just after writing 
verse eight would be nothing short o f extraordinary. Second, had the 
author died, it seems likely that his followers would have felt a necessity to 
finish his work. Therefore, they would have finished the gospel in a 
manner which was consistent with the teaching o f the Markan community.
Thus the “ memory”  o f the author would have been equivalent to the 
memory o f the community.
Views that Mark either ended or intended to end his Gospel at a point 
other than after 16:8 are in the minority today, and the large portion o f 
scholars accept an ending after verse eight. This, however, is the end o f 
such far reaching agreement as there exist many different views as to why 
Mark ended his gospel after verse eight. I w ill presently discuss three 
possibilities which have been raised by scholars. First is the idea thai Mark 
develops his ending through an idea which I w ill term linguistic association. 
Second, that the empty tomb is the predominant and possibly sole concern of 
the evangelist. Third, that Ma*!: is concerned with a spiritual nature o f the 
resurrected Jesus and develops his narrative around this concept.
The first point of linguistic association, as I have called it. has been 
discussed by Austin Farrer. Fie describes that the ending ephohunto gar o f 
Mark 16:8 is sim ilar to the ending etarachihesan gar o f Genesis 45:3 
(173-4). It should be noted that the passage in Genesis has a plot similar to 
the resurrection narrative in that Joseph, who was thought to be dead, turns 
out to be alive. Therefore, as Mark would have surely been using the 
Septuagint, it is quite possible that Mark intentionally used gar to end his 
gospel to mimic Genesis. This literary ploy of showing the sim ilarity 
between between the old and the new is more characteristic o f M atthew 's 
version o f the gospel. Nevertheless, Mark may have had this notion in mind 
when he composed the conclusion to his gospel.
The second view assesses the role o f the empty tomb in the narrative. 
Docs Mark regard the empty tomb as sufficient evidence for the resurrec­
tion, or as substantiating evidence for the resurrection? I f  it is simply 
substantiating evidence, why are there no appearance narratives? An even
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more important question is this: When did the empty tomb tradition devel­
oped? Clearly, i f  the events described in Mark 16:1-8 are historically 
accurate, the tradition would have developed early. However, it seems that 
historicity had little to do with the development of the empty tomb tradition.
H iller enumerates several historical problems with the narrative as it 
stands. First, the motive of the women comes into question, as embalming 
was not in accord with Jewish tradition at the time. This is a crucial point, 
because it alone can undermine the story's historicity. Hendrickx notes that 
there is not a single example of this custom available (4). Reed agrees that 
embalming "was not practiced among the Hebrew s, as can be judged by the 
paucity o f reference to it in the Scriptures and the condition o f bodies 
discovered in thousands of tombs in Canaan" (96). On the other hand. Reed 
suggests that "The use o f spices in connection with the bodies o f Asa and 
Jesus was not embalming, and was probably motivated by a desire to purify 
ceremonially rather than to preserve" (96). Therefore, the motive o f the 
women is suspect only on the basis of interpreting ‘anointing with spices.' 
Second, decomposition would have begun to set in by Sunday in the 
Palestinian climate thus making embalming at this time impossible. Third. 
Mark 15:46 states that Joseph o f Arimathea had already carefully buried 
Jesus (51-52). With these problems in mind, it becomes clear that the story 
as found in Mark is not historically accurate. Fuller uses this evidence to 
suggest that Mark created the story of the empty tomb. However, just 
because the evidence points away from an historical origin, this does not 
necessitate a Markan derivation. The tradition could have developed
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independently before Mark and then he could have adopted the story to suit 
his purposes.
Phcme Perkins argues against a very early origin developing out o f 
veneration at the site. "There is no evidence for early veneration o f Jesus 
tomb. Had the tomb tradition originated in a solemn liturgical setting, one 
would expect more homogeneity than we find in the stories" (94). 
However, for the following reasons, she maintains that the tradition did not 
originate out of a fabrication, hirst, "since the story o.' the empty tomb is 
not presupposed by the kerygmatic tradition, one cannot presume that it 
would have been created to advance that preaching" (94). Second, the 
presence of women is unlikely in a story that was entirely fabricated. At 
this time, women played a clearly inferior role in society, therefore, to have 
women as the primary witnesses to the resurrection would be no less than an 
embarrassment to the new religion. Last, the tomb stories show little  
influence from Old Testament sources. T his is inconsistent with apocryphal 
stories from later centuries which elaborated upon miraculous detail. 
Therefore, she presumes that "the nucleus behind the tomb trad itions 
appears to be in the discovery o f Jesus' empty tomb by some women 
disciples, who then left perplexed" (94).
On the other hand. John Dominic Crossan defends the idea that Mark 
created the tradition of the empty tomb. He gives two good arguments for 
M ark’s creation of the empty tomb tradition. First, that there is no version 
o f the empty tomb before Mark. Second, those versions of the empty tomb 
written after Mark derive from Mark (135). Further, Hermann Hcndrickx 
argues that the ending o f the Gospel of Mark is grounded in the evangelist's
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understanding of the resurrection. It is possible that Mark was familiar with 
the appearance tradition, but deliberately avoided making narrational use of 
it. Instead, he limited himself to the indirect reference o f 16:7, because the 
empty tomb is enough for Mark to announce the resurrection (3).
The preceding four commentators mentioned prov ide some contra­
dicting as well as some corroborating perspectives. There seems to Ire a 
general agreement that the empty tomb announces the resurrection. An 
appearance tradition was already in place as seen in I Corinthians 15, and 
the hint o f an appearance in 16:7 might have been used to satisfy this tradi­
tion. W ith regard to the origin o f the empty tomb story. Perkins makes a 
good point about including women in the story. However, to say that the 
nucleus o f the story is found in a tomb visitation may be stretching things. 
Furthermore, the gospels do not agree with regard to the names o f the 
women present at the tomb visitation. If there was such a visitation, some 
empty tomb tradition would have had to be in existence, and as Crossan 
points out there was no such tradition before Mark. It is cpiite possible that 
Mark formulated the empty tomb tradition and avoided use o f appearances 
for his own theological purposes. One possibility o f M ark’s theological 
purpose is suggested by Crossan. He postulates that Mark is making a 
commentary on differences between his church and the church in Jerusalem.
IS
Might, fear, and silence end the Markan story. The women, the relatives of Jesus, 
fail to communicate the message. In plain words, the Jerusalem community led bv 
the disciples and especially I’clcr. has never accepted the w ill ol the exalted Lord 
communicated to it from the Markan community The gospel ends in a juxtaposition 
of Markan lailh in lft:b-7 and of the Jerusalem I allure in 167-K ( I4‘>).
This provides both an explanation for the presence of the women and allows
for Mark moving in both an historical and a symbolic level w ith in his
theological framework. It seems to be the case that Mark developed the 
empty tomb tradition both to explain the resurrection and to make a 
theological statement.
The third view, that Mark presupposes a spiritualized conception of 
the resurrected Jesus and develops his narrative around it. may have devel­
oped from the notion that a truly physical resurrection would have been too 
d ifficu lt to believe. There is certain evidence to suggest that this may have 
been Mark's motive, and I w ill presently discuss these issues.
Norman Perrin promotes the idea that Mark is more interested in the 
parousia than in the resurrection. Thus, a deliberate choice of the omission 
of the appearances o f Jesus could be explained its follows: that Mark is only 
concerned with the resurrection as a prelude to "the immediate state o f Jesus 
after the resurrection, a state symbolized by the story o f the transfiguration" 
(24). He uses as evidence a command by Jesus for the disciples to be silent 
about the transfiguration until the son of man had risen from the dead, thus 
making the transfiguration significant only after Jesus' crucifixion. He 
furthers his argument by saying that Mark and his readers would have
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maintained a belief that Moses and Klijah were with God in heaven, citing 
the Assumption o f Moses and 2 Kings 2:1-12. Perrin concludes, "when
Jesus is seen in a transfigured state speaking with Moses and Klijah, he is
being seen proleptically in his post-resurrection state and situation: he is in 
heaven awaiting the moment of his return to earth as the son of man" (25).
Reginald H. Fuller provides a rather interesting explanation o f the 
ending o f Mark:
There is no narrative o f the Risen One's egress from the tomb. Rather, the implica­
tion is that the resurrection of Jesus was conceived here in apocalyptic terms - not as
the resuscitation ol' a corpse, but as the transformation of the body into an cscA;7 
tological mode of existence and his immediate assumption into heaven. This is 
indicated by the angelic proclamation, " lie  has risen, he is not here." lie  is no 
longer on earth: he has been translated into heavenly existence. (57)
The positions of Perrin and Fuller certainly lend support in favor o f 
an ethereal post-Kasler appearance by Jesus. The transfiguration, as 
discussed by Perrin, is difficult to imagine in any way except in the form o f 
a spiritual body. Therefore, if  Jesus is pictured in this same state after 
Easter, then any appearances would necessarily have to be in a spiritual 
form Fuller's argument is similar to that of Perrin's. If Jesus had “ been 
translated into heavenly existence" (57). then he could only appear as a 
fleshly human i f  he was changed back into earthly existence again. While 
this type o f action is possible, it hardly seems practical or w ith in the 
framework o f the narrative. Thus it scents that in this instance as well. Jesus 
would have to appear in an ethereal bodv.
The resurrection narrative o f the Gospel of Mark has been interpreted 
in many different and sometimes conflicting ways. An ending after verse 
eight is almost surely how the author ended his autograph, and evidence to 
the contrary is weak. While there are many issues within these eight verses, 
the empty tomb is undoubtedly o f primary importance. It would seem that 
the evangelist created the narrative of the empty tomb in order to explain 
the resurrection while at the same time issuing theological commentaries.
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Chapter Two: Matthew
2H Now after the sabbath. toward the dawn of the first < lax o/ f/n \/r/^  v A/r/e dalene
and the other Marx went to see the sepuh lire And hehofd, there was a i>rt tit earthquake; 
for an anttel o f the h a d  de\< ended from heaven and came and rolled back the stone, and sat 
uptn it. fits appear am e my/v like lnihfnirn;. and Ins raiment wJuh'as snow ‘And f a  Jear 
of him the guards trembled and bet a  me like dead men. Hut the annel said to Hie women. 
•*Do ma be afraid; for I know' that you seek Jesus who was e rue if  ted. He is ma hen . jar he 
has risen, as he said. ( ome, see the plat e where he lax. I hen i>o quo klx ami fell his 
diseiptes that he has risen f tan the dead, and beludd, he is ft omit before xtai to (tablet , 
there you w'dl see him. h>, I have told you." So they departed quu kfv from the tomb 
with fear and ft real fox, and ran to tell his disciples, And behold, Jesus met them and said, 
"Hail! ” And they t ame up and took hold o f his fret and worshipped him. I hen Jesus said 
to them, "Do not be afraid: 1*0 and tell tux brethren to no to < lablee, and there they w ill set 
me. ”
While they were ftoitifi, beludd, stane of the ttuard went into the city and Udd the 
t'hiefpriests all that had taken place. And w hen they had assembled with the elders and 
taken counsel, they y>ave a sum o f money to the stddters and said, "Ie ll petqde, ‘ lbs  
disciples twin' by nn>ht and sttde him away w hile n r  w'erc asleep.' Ami if this ctnnes to 
the ftovernor's ears, we will satisfy him and keep you out of tnadde." St> they took the 
money and did as they were directed: and this story has been spread a mom; the lews to this 
day.
Nmv the eleven disciples w'ent to (lahlee, to the mountain to w hich Jesus had 
directed them. And when they saw* him they worshipped him: but some doubted. Ami 
Jesus came and said to them, "All authority in heaven and on earth has been fttven to me. 
< >0 therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing in the name of the bather and of 
the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teat Inn# them to observe all that I have commanded you; 
and lo, I am w ith you alw ays, to the close of the ante."
Most scholars today accept the two source hypothesis1. Both Matthew 
and Luke relied heavily upon Mark as a source. Therefore, by studying the 
alterations, additions, and deletions which these later authors make to the
t  The two source hypothesis is a result o f the synoptic problem ami has heen discussed In numerous 
scholars. A thorough discussion can he found in pp J.VM) o f Ktimmcrs edition o f I chic and liehm's 
Introduction to the New Testament ITic basic argument identifies two common sources between the authors 
o f Matthew and I .uke One o f these sources is Mark and the other >s a hypothetical sayings source, 
commonly referred to as ‘Q’ for the Herman word (JuvHe w Inch means source
text, we can begin to understand their theological agenda. The resurrection 
narrative found in Matthew is particularly heavy in its reliance upon Mark. 
C. R. Kvans has commented that Matthew’s, "passion narrative is a writing 
out o f M ark’s almost word for word, and his few additions are either 
legendary and apologetic...or they interpret the events by a crudely literal 
version o f the supernatural....The same characteristics arc to be found in 
Matthew’s resurrection chapter" (82). While Rvans may be going too far, 
Matthew’s reliance upon Mark is certainly heavy indeed.
The first eight verses of Matthew's resurrection narrative fo llo w  
Mark's narrative very closely. The significant redactional changes which 
Matthew makes are as follows:
I )Thc women who go to visit the tomb arc now limited to the 
two Marys. Salome is no longer listed. "Matthew reduces the number o f 
women at the grave...so as to remove the Marcan discrepancy between the 
names o f the women at the burial and those o f the women at the tomb" 
(Hendrickx, 29). The motive of the women has also changed. It is possible 
that Matthew has seen a d ifficu lty in the Markan text since Joseph o f 
Arimathea had already done the embalming (Mk 15:46, Mt 27:59). 
Therefore, the women go only "to sec the sepulchre." Flere. early in the 
resurrection narrative, we see Matthew at work trying to remove difficulties 
from Mark's text.
2)The women encounter an "angel" who rolls back the stone 
before their very eyes. In Mark, the stone is rolled back when they arrive, 
and they meet a "young man." Most readers assume that this young man is 
an angel because o f his clothing and the statements that he makes.
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Nevertheless, the reader must infer this angelic quality. In Matthew, there 
is no doubt that the character is an angel. He performs superhuman actions 
in addition to being named an angel. On the other hand, Matthew's account 
requires an inference from the reader that the women actually inspect the 
empty tomb. There is only a suggestion by the angel that the women should 
do this. It appears that Matthew, who has just shown a tendency to remove 
discrepancies, has used ambiguous language himself. While Matthew's usage 
is unclear in relation to Mark, however. Matthew probably did not expect 
his readers to have access to Mark. Moreover. Matthew's text does not 
appear ambiguous on its own since an angelic suggestion to perform a 
simple act such as gazing into a tomb would almost certainly be heeded. 
Thus, Matthew has not strayed from his scheme for the clarification o f 
Mark.
3) The priority of Peter is eliminated. In Mark, the women are 
told to report to the "disciples and Peter.”  This is changed to simply "his 
disciples.”  The reason for this change may have to do with the Markan 
community. "Perhaps when Mark was being completed, the evangelist's 
community was already familiar with a narrative of how Jesus had appeared 
to Peter and to the Twelve”  (Brown, 71). Matthew may not have known 
about this story, or he may have wished to dc-emphasize it for some obscure 
reason.
4) 1 he most significant change made by Matthew may be found 
in verse 8. As in Mark, the women are overcome with a great fear after 
seeing the angel. Now, however, this fear allows them to fu lf i l l their 
commissioning at the gravesite. Again, Matthew has found Mark's account
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unacceptable. “ He docs not share Mark's desire to point to the appearances 
to Peter and to the Twelve as the final unveiling of the secret, but wishes 
rather to lead straight from the empty tomb narrative into the final appear­
ance" (Fuller. 77).
From this point Matthew goes on to describe an appearance to the 
women by the risen Jesus while they are on their way back to Jerusalem. 
The reason for this insertion is unclear. Verse 8 clearly presents the women 
as intent on their mission to inform the disciples, and the appearance by 
Jesus is little more than a reiteration o f the angelic command found in verse 
7. Thus it seems unnecessary to reinforce the angelic command with an 
appearance by the risen Jesus. Kvans gives a possible explanation. “  This 
owes its origin to the necessity o f connecting two traditions o f the empty 
tomb and of the appearances, and of overcoming the impasse presented by 
Mark's story to one who is using Mark’s gospel as closely as Matthew does, 
but who wishes to go on to say more than Mark" (83). Fuller offers a 
similar explanation. “The result is to rivet firm ly together the angclophany. 
the Christophany to the women, and the final appearance to the disciples" 
(77). Thus. Matthew emphasizes the women's completion o f their mission 
to report to the disciples. Moreover. Matthew “ and the tradition he 
represents have had a whole generation since Mark wrote to meditate on the 
event" (Perrin, 43). With this amount o f time for his community to 
meditate on the Markan text, doubts would have undoubtedly arisen. Thus 
Matthew may be responding to these doubts present w ith in  his own 
community. Therefore, Matthew's insistence upon the women’s fu lfillm ent 
o f there commissioning would serve to alleviate some of these doubts.
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On the other hand. Hendrickx has a somewhat different view as to the
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reason for the appearance to the women.
Jesus' words are no longer a simple promise but an order....No doubt this is the 
reason lor the appearance to the women. It prepares lor the appearance In Galilee in 
a much more direct way than the announcement by the angel. In Matthew, the 
correspondence betw een order and execution is underlined w ith particular care. This 
tendency is especially manifest in the final chapter of the gospel (Ms-M).
I f  this is the case, then Matthew's objective is clear. He does not wish to 
diverge from Mark by eliminating the angel’s command, but instead wants a 
stronger decree. Matthew has Jesus give the order, because Jesus is uniquely 
qualified to deliver an order of the desired potency. Furthermore, this sets 
the stage for the later description of Jesus' authority when in verse 18 Jesus 
declares that all authority has been given to him. Whatever the intentions of 
Matthew were when writing, one thing is clear: He is intensely interested in 
removing doubts inherent in the traditions that he is describing.
The next segment in the Matthean narrative, verses 11-15, describes 
the report o f the guard and the resulting hoax which the Jewish leaders 
engineer. There are several problems with this story. It should be noted 
that this story is directly connected with Matthew 27:62-66. It seems only 
logical to discuss these two sections in conjunction.
’ Next day, that is, after the day of /'reparation, the th ief priests and the f*harisees gathered 
before I'llate ’ and said, "Sir, we remember how that the impostor said, while he was still 
alive, 'After three days I will rise a^ain. ’ "Therefore order the sepulchre to he made seenre 
until the third daw iest his disciples i>o and steal him awax, and tell the people, ‘He has 
risen from the dead, ' and the last fraud will be worse than the first. ' I'date said to them,
" You have a xuard of soldiers; n>o, make it as set ure as you ean." “ St> they went and made 
the sepulchre seture by sealinf} the stone and settim* a xuard.
The first problem has to do with the violation o f the Sabbath. A ll the 
actions taken place in Mt. 27: 63-65 occur on the Sabbath. While certain 
exceptions to Sabbath law arc documented (Fuller, 72), it is hard to imagine
the Jewish authorities being concerned about such a seemingly preposterous 
claim. The Jewish authorities at the time o f Jesus’ crucifixion would not 
have had the foresight to see the success of the Christian community and the 
resulting threat that it posed to the Jewish community. It is far more likely 
that they would have viewed Jesus and his followers as a fanatical group 
who would die out with the death o f their leader Jesus. Thus, an 
uncharacteristic violation o f the Sabbath would not have occurred on 
account of someone regarded as the leader of a fanatical group.
Another d ifficu lty  has to do with the report o f the guards. Beare 
states, " I f  a guard o f Roman soldiers was put at the disposal o f the 
Sanhedrin, they might conceivably report to the chief priests; but normally 
they would make their report to one of their own officers or directly to the 
prefect" (543). Also there is a simple problem of logic embedded in the tale 
that the guards are to have spread. If  they were asleep at the time o f the 
purported act. the soldiers would not have known that it was the disciples 
who stole the body. Moreover, "the Roman soldiers would not wish to 
spread such a serious breach o f discipline in going to sleep on the job and 
the Jewish authorities are promising too much in saying that they can 
persuade Pilate to overlook such a breach of duty" (Beare, 543).
What can be found in these passages is a strong apologetic theme. At 
the time which Matthew was writing, there was a story in Jewish circles that 
the disciples had stolen the body of Jesus from the tomb. Matthew testifies 
to this in verse 15. Moreover, the numerous implausibilities contained 
within this anecdote make its historicity nearly impossible. Thus, it appears
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that Matthew cither created the story or handed on an apology to the Jewish 
accusation.
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The last section o f the narrative, verses 16-20, has become known as
the great commissioning. It has been suggested that Matthew's interest in his
resurrection narrative lies only in developing this theme. His "whole 
interest lies in the words of Jesus, the act o f commissioning the disciples; for 
the rest he gives only sufficient detail to set the stage for that commis­
sioning" (Perrin. 47). This may or may not be Matthew's purpose. In any 
event, there are many elements within this concluding segment of Matthew's 
gospel which need clarification. A careful examination o f these elements 
should provide some information about Matthew's theological intentions.
Verse 16 explains that the eleven go to a mountain in Galilee "to  
which Jesus had directed them." The first thing to note is the reference to 
the eleven. Since Matthew has already mentioned the suicide of Judas (M l 
27:5), he must naturally reduce the number of disciples to eleven. Next, the 
reference to a specific mountain has certain Jewish overtones. It is no secret 
that Matthew is interested in harmonizing the new C'hristian faith with the 
old Mosaic law. Thus, a reference to a mountain looks suspiciously like 
Kxodus 20 where the Decalogue is handed to Moses on Mt. Sinai. On the
other hand, while unlikely, “ it is possible that Matthew knew o f a list o f 
appearances which, unlike Paul's list, located the primary appearances on a 
mountain in Galilee" (Fuller, 81). Finally, Jesus is presumed to give 
specific directions to the disciples. The failure to mention this guidance 
brings confusion to the narrative. Nowhere in the previous narrative is 
there a reference to Jesus giving specific directions. The only direction is
given lo the women by the angel and reiterated by Jesus. Furthermore, this 
direction speaks nothing about a mountain. It gives only an unspecific 
reference to Galilee. A plausible explanation is that Jesus told them before 
his death, or that there is another appearance which Matthew does not list. 
The question here is why Matthew docs not give the details. I f  there was a
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list o f appearances as Fuller suggests, Matthew may have felt that his 
audience would be fam iliar with this list. Hence, the omission can be 
understood. Alternatively, it is entirely possible that Matthew wished to 
make only minor alterations lo Mark's text. Therefore, a story giving 
sufficient detail might upset the balance. IX'spite these possibilities, it is far 
more like ly that Matthew has simply introduced the mountain into the 
narrative. Matthew's interests lie in harmonizing Christianity with Judaism 
and a reference to a mountain fits easily into this scheme.
Verse 17 provides a surprising element in the narrative as well as the 
gospel as a whole. The statement, "but some doubted," is uncharacteristic o f 
Matthew's style. Throughout his Gospel. Matthew's redaction has altered 
Mark's text slightly in many places to change its meaning, thus hiding many 
o f the d ifficu lties inherent in Mark's text. For example, compare the 
parallel verses o f Mk. 1:9-11.and Mt. 3:13-17. Given this tendency, the 
admission that some doubted is no less than remarkable. It gives a matter o f 
credibility to Matthew's convictions. "The notice that ‘ some doubted' is a 
trait which occurs in several o f the later resurrection traditions (Luke 
24:11,15k, 25k. 37f. 41; John 20:25 |Thomas|; Pseudo-Mark 16:11,13.14)" 
(Fuller, 81). What is Matthew trying to say with this statement? Hendrickx 
may have the answer. “ Faith always remains a decision; it is never the
result o f a syllogism. Nothing can force people to believe, neither 
appearances nor an empty tomb" (52). If this is the case, then we can begin 
to grasp Matthew's theology. He may be arguing that while the old law is 
important, nothing can supersede the importance of faith.
The culmination of the great commission closes out the gospel. It 
consists solely o f Jesus' words to his disciples and appears in verses IK 
through 20. Perrin has suggested that "Matthew s whole interest lies in the 
words o f Jesus, the act of commissioning the disciples: for the rest |of the 
narralivel he gives only sufficient detail for that commissioning" (47). 
Whether or not Perrin is right about Matthew's intention, one thing is 
certain: this is the climax of the narrative as well as of the gospel as a whole. 
These final words of Jesus contain three specific elements: the declaration 
o f authority, the command to evangelize, and the enduring presence.
First is the declaration o f authority. An idea of authority is deeply 
rooted in the traditions which Matthew had before him as he composed his 
gospel. Hcndrickx notes that the Greek word for authority (cxoiisia) is used 
frequently by Mark and subsequently copied by Matthew’. He argues that 
Matthew intends to highlight the traditional theme of Jesus' authority (53). 
This tradition can be seen with an examination of similar verses which 
declare Jesus' authority. Fuller points out that there are parallels in Matt.
11:27 and John 3:35. and that the source can be clearly seen in Daniel 7:14. 
It appears that Matthew has copied Daniel almost verbatim. Hcndrickx has 
provided a literal translation o f the Septuaginl version o f the texts which 
reveals the similarity between them:
Dan 7 :14a “ And to him has been given authority"
Matt. 28:18b-1% “ To me has been gixcn all authority"
The preceding evidence shows that Matthew is interested in establishing an 
historical basis for Jesus" authority. The Messiah as known through the Old 
Testament prophesies would certainly command considerable authority. 
The way that Matthew has redacted the text from Daniel shows his intent in 
establishing Jesus as the Messiah, therefore giving him authority. 
Additionally, Matthew changes the proclamation about the son o f man to one 
where Jesus makes a self proclamation. This serves to further the 
independence of Jesus and further establish his authority.
The second clement of Jesus' exhortation is the command to evange­
lize. There are three parts to this command. The first part has to do with 
the command "to  all nations." Scholars are disagreed as to whether this 
includes Israel or not. Two points initially point to the inclusion o f Israel. 
First, the command is to all nations. Second. Matthew's general theme 
identifies strongly with the Jewish community. On the other hand. Perkins 
notes that "most interpreters presume that Matthew is using the word cthne 
(peoples) to mean the Gentiles as opposed to the Jews”  (134). She explains 
S. Brown’s analysis:
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He argues that the gospel has been composed to defend the mission to the Gentiles. 
He secs the Mullheun church at an impasse. It must decide w helhcr to continue with 
a lu lling mission to convert Israel or to expand its efforts toward the Gentiles. 
Matthew is arguing lor the latter (134).
This stance has some merit since in fact Matthew's community had experi­
enced d ifficu lty in its mission to the Jews. Testifying to this is the need for 
Matthew to argue so vehemently ith the Jews for the truth o f the Christian 
message. Nevertheless, while they may have turned to the Gentile
population because they could achieve greater success there, this does not 
mean that they had to abandon the Jewish community Some commentators 
have argued "that a truly universalislic dimension appears in seven mission 
accounts in the Old Testament (Gen 12:1-4; 17:1-4; 17:15-22; 26:1-6; 28:10 
22; Jer 1:1-10; Isa 49:1-6) a.’ ' consequently interpret ‘all nations' as 
including both Gentiles and Jews" (Hendricks. 56). This argument is valid 
if  we maintain that Matthew intended to keep a close identity with the Jewish 
community. This seems to lie Matthew's agenda, however it is d ifficu lt to  
say for sure what kind of relationship he intended to maintain with the 
Jewish community. Whatever Matthew intended in this phrase is unclear as 
sound arguments exist for both sides.
The second part of the command to evangelize has to do with the 
Trinitarian formula and the command to baptize. Kvans states, "Baptism in 
the threefold name presumably reflects the developed practice of Matthew's 
church; its next mention is the Didache ( if that work is to be given an early 
date), which elsewhere shows the influence o f Matthew’s gospel or o f its 
tradition”  (90). While the influence of Matthew's tradition on the Didiche 
may be educed, the origin o f his tradition is less clear. "Baptism had not 
been practiced by the earthly Jesus, at least after he began his own ministry" 
(Fuller, 86). So, the question remains, when did this practice begin and 
when was it associated with a Trinitarian formula? Hendrickx notes that
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"nowhere else are Father, Son and Spirit associated in so formal a way” 
(58). Elaborating that Matthew "probably bears witness here to the 
baptismal practice o f his community, which was not necessarily that of other 
com m unities" (59). Moreover. Perrin identifies the form ula as
“ ecclesiastical in the sense that it envisages baptism as an initiation rite" (48) 
It therefore provides “ a symbolic act which gives them identity as a 
community”  (Perrin, 49). While the practice o f baptism in the threefold 
name was probably well entrenched in Matthew's community by the time he 
was writing, we can determine little from this text about other communities. 
There arc at least two possibilities. Hirst. Matthew may be recording what 
was common practice in many communities. Second, and more like ly, 
Matthew is trying to influence other communities to practice the same type 
o f baptism that was conducted within the Matthcan community. This 
influence may involve baptism in itself ns an initiation rite or an attempt to 
influence the use of the threefold name. At any rate, the practice o f baptism 
was well used in the Matthcan community by the time Matthew was writing 
near the end o f the first century. With the extensive use already in place, 
we can conclude that the practice must have been developed fairly early to 
allow for its proliferation by the dale of Matthew's autograph. Also. ” R. 
Bultmann notes that according to Paul (Rom. 6:3; I Cor. 12:13) a ll  
Christians were baptised" (Fuller. 85). Since Paul is the earliest o f the New 
Testament writers, this lends further support for an early development o f 
some kind o f baptism. How widespread the practice was and exactly how 
early it developed in various communities would be very d ifficu lt to pin 
down with any degree o f accuracy.
The third part o f Jesus' command to evangelize is the command 
“ teaching them to observe all that I have commanded you.”  Perrin explains 
that “ this is the first time in the whole gospel in which Matthew uses the 
verb to teach in connection with the disciples" (49) His argument which
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fo llows concludes that “ this is a commission to teach and to interpret 
authoritatively the new verbal revelation o f God to his people, the tenets of 
the teaching o f Jesus”  (53) Hendrick* concurs, "It is then practically certain 
that ‘all I have commanded you' refers to the programmatic discourse o f 
Mt. 5:1 - 7:29, and most probably to the other four discourses in Matthew 
which end with a summary statement" (61). Fuller substantiates these two 
interpretations (89). There seems to be no doubt as to what commandments 
are inferred by Jesus. One point to note here relates to the language which 
Jesus uses. He tells them to teach what he has commanded. This furthers 
Matthew’ s theme o f the authority of Jesus. Not only does Jesus have the 
power to command, but he is able to authorize the disciples w ith a divine 
commission.
The third element of Jesus’ exhortation is the enduring presence. 
Fuller states that “ Matthew seems deliberately to intend the promise o f 
Emmanuel, ‘God with us' (Matt. 1:23), to be fu lfilled in the promise o f the 
abiding presence o f Christ, given in 28:20b" (90). Hendrickx states that “ the 
final clause ‘ I am with you always’ is the definitive response to the ‘doubt’ 
o f the disciples (M t. 28:19)....It is an expression o f divine reassurance 
through the promise o f divine presence"(62). This reassurance o f God's 
guardianship is especially important to the Matthean community. They had 
undoubtedly been influenced by traditions which expected an imminent 
parousia. Now that they realized the parousia might not occur w ithin their 
own generation, they would be comforted with the knowledge o f a divine 
omnipresence. This ubiquity is to exist until the end o f this world. While a 
literal translation may suggest that the divine presence may be lim ited in
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scope, Marxscn suggests that “ to the close o f the age" really means until the 
end o f this world (47). The age in question is the period o f time from the 
resurrection to the parousia.
Matthew makes several redactional changes to M ark ’ s gospel, 
however he still follows Mark very closely. As Karrer has argued, i f  
Matthew was simply dissatisfied with Mark's narrative, he would have 
written much more; on the scale o f Luke or John. “ His discontent took the 
form not of abandoning St. Mark but of amplifying him”  (154). More than 
am plifying Mark, Matthew has altered his text to clean up some o f the 
discrepancies. He is also interested in removing some o f the doubts about 
the resurrection message and making an apology for the valid ity o f the 
Christian message.
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Chapter Three: Luke
24  Hut r>n tin: first day o f the week, at tarl\ daw n, they w ent u> the tomb. taking the 
spices thex had prepared. And they found the stone rolled away from the tomb, but when 
they went in thex did not find the body. While thex w ere perple xed about this, behold, 
two men slt>od by them in dazzling apparel; and as thex were frightened and bowed their 
fares to the ground, the men said to them. “ Why do you seek the living among the dead.' 
Remember how he told you, w hile he was still in Cahlee. that the Son o f man must lu‘ 
delivered into the hands of sinful men. and be crucified, and on the third day rise." And 
they remembered his words, and returning from the tomb thex told all this to the eleven 
and to all the rest. Now* it was Marx Max: dahne and Jo an na and Marx the Mother of 
James and the other women with them who told this to the apostles; but these words 
seemed to them an idle tale, and thex did not believe them.
That very dax two of them were item# to a village named T.mma us. about seven 
miles from Jerusalem, *and talking with earh other about all that had happenetl While 
they w ere talking and dismissing together, Jesus himself drew' near and w ent xvith them, 
Hut their exes were kept from rcn>gni;tm• him. And he said to them, “ What is this 
eonversation whtrh you are holding with eat h other as you walk.'" And I lies stood still, 
htoking sad. Then one o f them, named Cle ofHts, answered him, “ Are \<>u the only visitor 
to Jerusalem who does not know the things that have hap/mied there in these days? “ Ami 
he said to them, “ What things! " And thex said to him, “Com erntng Jesus o f Nazareth, who 
w as a prophet mighty in deed and word before Hod and all the fx-ople, and lu*w our ehtef 
priests and rulers delivered him up to be condemned to death, and ( runfied him. Hut we 
had hoped that he was the one to redeem Israel. Yes. and besides all this, it is now the 
third day since this hap fumed. Moreover, some women o f our company amazed us. They 
were at the tomb early in the morning and did not find his body; and they came bark 
saying that they had even seen a visum o f angels, who said that he was alive. 'Some o f  
those who were w ith us went to the tomb, and found it just as the women had said: but 
him they did not see." And he said to them. “O foolish men, and slow o f heart to M iev e  
all that the prophets have sfxden! IVYia a not net essarx that the Christ should suffer these 
things and enter into his glory *'' And beginning with Moses and all the prophets, he 
interpreted to them in all the scriptures the dungs concerning himself.
So  they drew near to the village to w hich they were going. He appeared to be 
going further, but they constrained him, saying, “ Stay with us, for it is toward evening 
and the day is now far spent." So he went in to stay with them. When he was at table 
with them, he took the bread and blessed, and broke it. and gave it to them. And their 
eyes were opened and they recognized him; and he vanished out o f  their sight. They said 
to each other. “ Did mu oui hearts burn within us while he talked to us on the road, while 
he opened to us the scriptures? " ' And they rose that same hour and returned to Jerusalem; 
and they found tlw elewn gathered together and those who were with them, *who said, “ The 
h u d  has risen indeed, and has appeared to Simon!" Then they told what had happened on 
the road, and how he w as know n to them in the breaking o f the bread.
35Av they were saying this. Jesus himself stood among them. Hut they were 
startled and frightened, and supftosed that they saw a spirit. And he said tit them. "Why 
are you troubled, and why do questionings rise in your hearts.1 See m\ hands and my feet, 
that it is I myself; handle me. and see; for a spirit has not flesh and hones as you see that I 
have. ” * And while they still disbelieved for fo\. and wondered, he said to them. "Have you 
anything hero to eiit'.'" ' I hey gave him a pieee of broiled fish. ‘ and he took it and ale 
before them
" Ihen he said to them, "These are m\ W4>nls whieh I spoke to you. while I was 
still with you, that everything written about me in the law of Moses and the prof diets and 
the psalms must he fulfilled. '' * Then he opened their minds to understand the senptures, 
vand said to them, “ Thus it is written, that the < hrist should suffer and on the third day rise 
from theilead, ‘ and that ref*titan< e and forgiveness of sins should be preaehed in his name 
to all nations, beginning front lerusalem. " You are witnesses o f  these things. ‘ And  
behold, l send the promise o f my bather upon you; but slay in the < tty, until sou ate 
i lothed with f>ower from on high."
Then he led them out as fat as bethanv. and lifting up his hands he blessed them 
While he blessed them, he parted from them, and was earned up into hea\en, And (lies 
rcanned to Jerusalem with great foy, and were eontinually in the temple blessing < iod.
Like Matthew, I,uke has used the Markan text as a source. Unlike 
Matthew. Luke does not follow Mark almost verbatim in the resurrection 
narrative. He dews, however, follow the story line with reasonable accuracy 
while reorganizing the text to suit his purposes. At the same time, Luke has 
cleared up the literary awkwardness o f Mark's text, and the story unfolds 
quite naturally. It is no wonder that I.tike's version is the favorite choice at 
Haster liturgies. Like Matthew, he must have felt that Mark's ending was 
inadequate, hence he goes on to elaborate about the appearances of the risen 
Christ. His concluding segment is the longest of the Synoptics and provides 
some interesting insights into the Lukan community as well as the earliest 
traditions from which Luke must have drawn upon lor his material.
An examination o f the significant changes that Luke makes to Mark's 
pericope is as follows:
I) Luke keeps the women's motive consistent with Mark. The 
women go to the tomb, “ taking the spices that they had prepared." Luke 
tells the story more eloquently by mentioning the preparation o f spices
previously in verse 23:56 and mentioning the time of day only once. Mark’s 
account is suspect with regard to the motive of the women, hut Luke makes 
this story more believable by hinting that the women did not have suilicient 
time to complete the burial rites on Friday before the beginning ol the 
Sabbath. Fuller notes that "this does not look like an older and more 
reliable version o f the facts but an attempt to wrestle with the dilliculties of 
the Marcan version" (96i. In this instance. Luke has altered the text to 
improve its readability Unlike Matthew , he does not change the motive but 
stavs closer ter Mark's account
2) They find the stone rolled hack anti enter the tomb discover 
ing that it is empty Here Luke diverges from Mark. The women s 
perplexity begins dtur  they have investigated the tomb and discovered it 
empty. In Mark, the angel announces that the tomb is empty before the 
women witness the empty tomb. Luke's version is a "true empty tomb 
apologetic, starling from the empty tomb. This approach is very important 
to Greek readers who. unlike Jewish readers, might possibly think of a 
merely subjective vision of Jesus’ soul being in heaven’’ (Hendriekx, 40). 
This may give us an insight into the audience to whom Luke was writing. 
Luke's audience belonged to a Hellenistic milieu. Moreover. Luke may be 
fighting against certain trains o f thought w ithin this milieu, possibly docetic 
thought. His apology for the physical nature of Christ w ill be discussed 
more fu lly below.
3) At the moment o f the women’s perplexity, “ two men stood 
by them in da/zling apparel." Like Mark. Luke does not specifically call 
these men angels, but it does not seem unlikely that Luke intended his audi­
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ence to draw such an inference. He slays with Mark in referring to them as 
men rather than calling the messenger an angel as does Matthew. His 
meaning is made clear in verse 23. however, where the Hmmatis disciples 
refer to the women seeing a "vision of angels."
A significant change which he does make is the appearance o f two as 
opposed to one man. It has been suggested that these men represent Moses 
and Hlijah:
This idc nil I w all < m i \  the more n .ilu i.il in that Muses and l-.lijah speak at tile 
Transfiguration " I the evu ltis  which Jesus was to tn iliI I  at Jerusalem: they theie lo ie 
themselves reappear at the tw o triumphant and decisive stages o| that esodtis 
(I.eaney, 7 1).
Unfortunately for Dr. I.eaney and others who share this view, the idea 
seems to have fallen by the wayside. The evidence against it is strong. 
Fuller stales. "Bultmann has shown that pairs of figures are exceedingly 
common in folklore and also in the Bible. There can be no doubt that this 
predilection for pairs hits operated here" (96-7). Kvans adds "the identifi­
cation o f the two with Moses and hlijah...is surely implausible. As Acts 
10:31 shows, this is a normal way for the evangelist to describe an angel, 
and Luke 24:23 indicates what he meant by them ( ‘a vision o f angels')" 
( 102) .
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Another possibility is found in Deuteronomy 19:15 where the Jewish 
law requiring two witnesses is found. Nevertheless, the "two men instead of 
one is most probably due to the tendencies o f popular story-telling, not to 
the requirements in Jewish law for witnesses, since the two men do not 
really function as witnesses" (Hendrickx, 41).
4) The angels admonish the women for their lack o f faith. 
Instead o f an announcement o f the resurrection which Mark gives. Luke
presents the women as clearly lacking in their faith. They interrogate the 
women as if they should already know that Jesus would not be in the tomb. 
This is the first example in the resurrection narrative which Luke gives 
depicting a lack erf faith. It is a theme which he builds on throughout the 
narrative. The women return to the apostles, telling them of the occur­
rences at the tomb, but the apostles also fail in their faith. Here is a second 
example of failure to believe in the resurrection. As the angels state in 24:6, 
the apostles were told that Jesus was to rise on the third day. Therefore, the 
story of the women should have confirmed their faith in the resurrection, 
however .hey clearly lack faith even with the confirmation of a prophesy. 
Fuller proposes a reason for this motif of doubt, it “is interned to preserve 
the independence of the aposr lie witness: apostles cannot come to faith as 
as result of the testimony of third parties. They must see and believe for 
themselves in order that they can provide a first-hand witness" (100-101). 
Hendrickx concurs, verse 11 “intends to preserve the independence of the 
apostles’ witness: if the apostles proclaimed the resurrection, it was not on 
the basis of the women's testimony" (45).
Verse twelve, which is not in all manuscripts and may not be original, 
states, “But Peter rose and ran to the tomb; stooping and looking in, he saw 
the linen cloths by themselves; and he went home wondering at what had 
happened” (RSV margin). Hendrickx argues that “this ‘wondering* is not 
faith but the opposite. Observing the tomb does not lead Peter to faith. 
Only the risen Christ can overcome the unbelief of the disciples by mani­
festing himself to them. Once more the empty tomb is not sufficient” (46). 
Thus, Luke has firmly established his motif of doubt by the end of the first
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section. He develops this motif further in the final two sections of the 
gospel.
5) The message to the women does not mention Galilee. 
Instead, Luke has inserted a passion prediction similar to Lk 9:31. Fuller 
notes that “Luke's changes are clearly motivated by his editorial require­
ments. He is going to give us a series o f appearances in or around 
Jerusalem” (97). It is clear that Luke is concerned with setting the resur­
rection appearances in and around Jerusalem. Perrin provides an insight 
into why Luke may be so concerned with Jerusalem.
Luke is heir to a tradition in which Jerusalem was what one might call ‘ the navel o f 
the universe,* the place above all others where God was to found and known, the 
place above all places sacred and inv iolable as the holiest o f all holy places...The 
event o f the fu ll o f Jerusalem and the destruction o f its temple in A. D. 70 sent a 
shock wave through H e lle n is tic  Judaism  and H e lle n is tic  Jew ish 
Christianity...Hellenistic Jewish Christianity surv ived because the sacred center, ‘ the 
navel o f the universe’ became Jesus instead (68-9).
This transfer of the religious center to Jesus is tied up in his notion of
salvation history. This notion of salvation history cannot include Galilee,
thus Luke eliminates all mention of Galilee and inserts a passion prediction
in its place.
6) “Luke specifically states that the women fulfilled their trust 
and ‘told all this to the eleven and to the rest.''' What is different here is 
that the women are not specifically commissioned to be witnesses to the 
event. They are chastised for their lack of faith and sent on their way. 
Luke uses the women’s testimony only as a detail in his story. He reduces 
their significance further by suggesting that women are prone to telling idle 
tales. Furthermore, if verse twelve is autographical, their witness is 
completely undermined by the necessity of Peter’s verification of their story
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by his visit to the tomb. The witness of the women must have been firmly 
entrenched in the traditions by the time that Luke was writing, because it 
appears tint he would have liked to do without it. In any event, he reduces 
the authority of their witness through his use of the motif of doubt.
The Road to Emmaus
The second section of Luke’s narrative is a story explaining an 
appearance to two disciples on the road to Emmaus. Luke explains that 
Emmaus is a town situated about seven miles from Jerusalem. This is a 
problem by itself since the location of the town is uncertain. Thompson 
gives three possibilities: “(a) the Emmaus of Maccabaean times , later 
Nicopotis , and now ‘Anwas...; (b) the present day El-Kubebe; |and| (c) the 
later military colony of Vespasian, called Ammaus” (277). All three o f  
these possibilities have certain problems. It seems that Luke did not have a 
solid command of Judean geography. This evidence also suggests that Luke 
did not create the story himself. Otherwise, it is likely that he would have 
used a setting about which he was certain.
Other points in the story also require discussion. Verse IS states, 
“Jesus drew near and went with them.” There is no explanation as to the 
response of the disciples. It seems odd that they would not suspect a 
stranger who simply appeared and started walking with them. In verse 17 
Jesus asks the disciples what they were talking about. Again, this type of 
behavior seems a bit forward for a stranger. Since I am not familiar with 
Judean customs of the time, however, I cannot rule out such a possibility. 
From a historical point of view, this scene has certain problems. First, the
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substance of their conversation could conceivably put the disciples in jeop­
ardy Second, there is evidence of the disciples’ reluctance to make them­
selves publicly known. Peter’s denial of Christ appears in all three 
Synoptics, and John reports that after the crucifixion the disciples met 
behind locked doors “for fear of the Jews.” Therefore, the disciples candor 
on the road to Emmaus is difficult to explain.
The motif of doubt which Luke established in the first section is 
vividly expressed also in the Emmaus road narrative. Luke uses no less than 
four examples of the motif in this short section. These are as follows:
I ) Verse 16, “But their eyes were kept from recognizing him.” 
While this phrase hints of a supernatural action, it is only necessary because 
o f the doubt of the disciples. It is this doubt that Lu' ~ wants to keep in 
place until the story can unfold.
2) Verse 17, “ They stood still looking sad.”  The disciples grief 
emanates from their failure to believe in what was prophesied.
3) Verse 21, “But we had hoped that he was the one to redeem 
Israel.” The key word is ’hoped.’ The disciples lost their faith with the 
crucifixion.
4) Verses 21b-24 explain certain signs which should have 
fulfilled the disciples faith in the resurrection. These are the third day, the 
empty tomb, and a reported confirmation of the resurrection by angels. 
Nevertheless, tire disciples faith cannot be confirmed because they lost their 
faith with the crucifixion. Even events which should jar the disciples lack of 
faith are not effective. Thus Luke continues to emphasize the doubt of the 
disciples through this section.
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In verses 30-31 it is important to note that the disciples recognize 
Jesus because of the Eucharistic symbol. This Eucharistic symbol is then 
reiterated in the story that they give to the eleven. “The evangelist is 
concerned to build a bridge between Jesus as he was in his ministry and as 
he can be known as risen” (Perrin. 65). This is like Matthew who may be 
trying to ground the practice of baptism (28:19). It is possible that Luke has 
a similar objective with regard to the Eucharist.
Verse 31 states “and he vanished from their sight" This creates a 
difficulty if we want to accept a purely physical human form of the resur­
rection. If we follow Luke to the letter, the resurrection cannot be simply a 
resuscitation. The nature of Christ as described by Luke can lead to 
confusion and it merits discussion.
Luke provides conflicting evidence on the nature of Christ after the 
resurrection. It is clear that he wants to show that Jesus has a human nature. 
He has the disciples feel Jesus' body and he has Jesus eat fish. He directly 
attacks the view that Jesus appeared as a spirit: “for a spirit has not flesh 
and bones as you see that I h<*ve." What are his reasons for doing this? 
Evans states, “This may be intended to contradict docetism, and if so, 
presumably belongs not to the time of Jesus but to that stage in the devel­
opment of the tradition when the church had to grapple with that problem as 
it rose in a Hellenistic milieu” (94).
On the other hand, Jesus vanishes from the sight o f the Emmaus 
disciples and then later materializes in the vicinity of the eleven. Finally, at 
the end of the gospel, he is “carried up into heaven.” These are clearly 
actions which are not characteristic of a normal human being. Luke may be
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suggesting that he possessed a nature which was not entirely physical. It is 
possible that Luke conceptualizes Jesus as able to change forms at will. We 
shall come back to what this may mean later.
One special feature of the Emmaus narrative is that it reports at 
secondhand an appearance to Peter. Luke seems to be interested in reiterat­
ing the tradition that Jesus appeared first to Peter. While it doesn't seem to 
fit cohesively with the rest of the story. Browning mentions the possibility 
that Peter was the unnamed disciple in the road to Emmaus.
Can the unnamed disciple have been Peicr? Two of the early Fathers thought so. 
Verse 34 could easily mean that the two, not the apostles, said that the Lord had 
appeared to Peter. And hence the terror mentioned in 37: they had s till to be 
convinced o f the Resurrection. The obv ious difficu lty that in 33 the two go buck to 
the ‘eleven’ can be met. It was the number to indicate the apostolic body even if  one 
was missing (168).
Nevertheless, there are more difficulties than simply the number of apostles. 
If Luke meant that this disciple was Peter, it seems likely that he would have 
mentioned him by name. Also, the announcement is that Jesus appeared to 
Peter, not to Peter and Cleopas. It is a fact that “no formal account of an 
appearance to Peter has survived in the gospels" (Perrin, 62).
The question remains: Why report this appearance to Peter? It does 
not really enhance the story which Luke is telling. In fact, it can only 
provide more confusion as to the chronology of events which occur on 
Easter. Br wn suggests why this statement has entered into Luke's typically 
eloquent style..
Indeed, the tradition that Peter did not sec Jesus at the tomb and the tradition that the 
Lord appeared to Simon arc two very different traditions. We may solve this tension 
best if  we recognize that the announcement “ The Lord has been raised indeed and has 
appeared to Simon”  is a stray item o f kcrygmatic proclamation that Luke has fitted 
aw kwardly into his condensed Gospel sequence (126).
Luke must have been familiar with a tradition which attributed the first 
appearance to Peter. This is certainly possible since Paul, the earliest o f the 
New Testament writers, also attributes this appearance to Peter. Moreover, 
Luke would be interested in establishing Peter as an authoritative figure in 
the Church. Luke’s interests lie in establishing the universality of the 
Christian church and since Peter was a large figure in the early church at 
Jerusalem the priority o f Peter would substantiate this agenda. Evans argues 
that, regardless of a previous tradition, Luke’s agenda would include the 
listing of a primary appearance to Peter. “Even if it (the appearance to 
Peter| was not extracted from the head of a list of appearances designed to 
mark Peter as the first person to whom the risen Lord appeared, it makes 
this point here, and so prepares for the prominence of Peter in Acts" (106-
7). Thus Peter is established as the central figure in the early church even 
before the establishment of the church.
Appearance to the Eleven and the Ascension
This appearance begins with the disciple's fright and Jesus' reassur­
ance to the disciples of his humanity. Luke's attempt to differentiate Christ 
from the Greek pantheon may be seen in the language which he uses to show 
the disciples that he is human. Hendrickx notes, “The phrase ‘for a spirit 
has not flesh and bones' has reminded some scholars of a very similar 
passage in Homer’s Odyssey XI, 219, ‘because they have no more flesh nor 
bones on their muscles’ (ou gar eti sarkas te kai astea ines echousin)” (91). 
Homer has given a description of what happens after death. He continues, 
“the soul flits away as if it were a dream” (245). It is certain that Luke’s
description of Jesus' resurrected state is contrary to Homer’s description of 
spirits. Moreover, the close proximity of the language Luke uses to that of 
Homer shows that it is likely that Luke used Homer as a benchmark to show 
Jesus’ special nature, and subsequently have him supersede the Greek
pantheon instead of being placed among the pantheon.
After Jesus has proven his physical nature to the disciples, he goes on 
to enlighten the disciples concerning the scriptures. Luke has Jesus reiterate 
a passion prediction. This is the last of several passion predictions which 
Luke lists through his narrative. Fuller has argued, on the basis of
Grundmann's position, that the reason Luke uses passion predictions so 
much lies in his use of the Greek word dei which means ‘must.’
According to Grundmunn it occurs more frequently in Luke (forty-one limes) than in 
any other New Testament w riter. He uses it especially in the context o f the suffering 
o f Jesus as the necessary pathway to his messianic glory. This word “ must,”  as 
Grundmunn goes on to observe, denotes the plan o f Grid in salvation history as 
enunciated in the Old Testament scriptures....This concept plays a central role in the 
Lucan theology Luke has rightly been called the theologian o f salvation history. 
For him there arc two major periods in this salvation history: the age o f promise and 
the age of' fulfillm ent. And it is the Christ event which has decisively inaugurated the 
age o f fulfillm ent (98-99)
This position seems entirely possible as Luke uses a passion prediction no 
less than three times and two of these use an Old Testament context to 
validate the authority of Christ's resurrection.
Added to the last passion prediction is a command to evangelize. 
Thus, Luke makes the mission part of the fulfillment of scripture. This 
mission is universal in scope. The command to evangelize “to all nations” 
was previously seen in Matthew, but here in Luke it may have a different 
meaning. “Whereas ethne standing alone in the plural refers to the Gentiles, 
the phrase panta la ethne ( ‘all the nations’) may include the Jews.
|Furthermore,| the universalis! perspective of 'to all nations’ fits very well 
in Luke’s theology” (Hendrickx, 94-5).
In verse 49, Jesus explains the authority of the mission. This exposi­
tion of authority is probably not Lukan redaction as it appears in several 
other places. “In the missionary charges o f the earthly ministry the 
conferral of the Spirit or of authority (exousia) takes place simultaneously 
with the sending forth of the missionaries (Matt. 10:16 Q: Mark 6:7; Luke 
9:2)" (Fuller, 118). Hence, Luke tells the disciples to wait until they have 
receivtd the ‘power from on high.’ Why Luke has inserted a waiting period 
here is not explained. There are at least two possibilities. First, he does not 
wish to have Jesus confer the spiritual authority himself in the manner 
which Matthew did (28:19), because this identification with the spirit may 
detract from the physical nature in which Luke wants Jesus to be perceived. 
Second, Luke may not want to confer power just yet because he has Jesus 
come back for forty days before his ascension in Acts. Therefore, to confer 
the power to the disciples now may detract from Jesus' power in the 
beginning of the book of Acts.
The appearances in Acts has caused some controversy as to whether 
or not Luke actually reported an ascension in his gospel. Some manuscripts 
state only, “While he blessed them, he parted from them.” Nevertheless, 
“even with the shorter text there is still a reference to the ascension in Lk 
24, since Acts 1:2, particular the phrase ‘he was taken up,’ refers back to 
and interprets ‘he parted from them’ in Lk 24:51’ (Hendrickx, 97). It 
appears that Luke has included two ascensions in his two-volume work. It is 
possible to argue that Luke sees the forty days following Easter as filled
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with ascension like episodes. Note that. Acts does not say that Jesus was 
with the disciples forty days after his resurrection, only that he “appeared” 
(RSV) to them many times during these forty days (Acts !:3). The 
impression is given that Jesus changes form many times “during these forty 
days.” Also note that in his resurrection narrative, Luke explains that Jesus 
vanished from the sight of the Emmaus disciples and then reappeared in the 
midst of the eleven. Luke may understand this behavior as changing from a 
physical into a spiritual form. He may also see the ascension as precisely 
such a change of form. Finally, in Acts 1:11, Luke has Jesus ascend into his 
ultimate heavenly existence.
With regard to the actual ascension scene in the resurrection narra­
tive, “tiie o'ausc ‘arid lifting his hands he blessed them’ seems to present 
Jesus as the messianic high priest in his relationship to his believers. See 
similar expressions in Lev 9:22, 'Then Aaron lifted up his hands toward the 
people and blessed them’ ” (Hendrickx, 98). Jesus is now seen as having 
complete spiritual authority. Hendrickx goes on to show why Luke presents 
an ascension separate from the resurrection.
It is important to understand why Luke has an ascension distinct from the rcsuisec­
tion, a feature nor found in Mark and Matthew. In Luke, it is connected w ith his 
presentation o f salvation history as a jc.urney w ith clear demarcation lines. Christ's 
ascension is the clear demarcation line between the period o f the earthly Jesus and the 
period the Church. This presentation, therefore, is completely tied up with Luke's 
own theological perspective”  (99).
Once the ascension is completed, the disciples return to Jerusalem “and were 
continually in the temple blessing God." Thus, the gospel ends where it 
began: in the temple. This is almost certainly a literary ploy, and it shows 
how Luke’s vision of salvation history has come full citcle.
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“ In Luke the Easter happening appears as a series of events. It is true 
that the details o f the narrative are not always consistent....Yet the account 
moves purposefully towards its goal, leading up to the ascension with the 
sending o f the Spirit which follows" (Marxsen, 54). Luke incorporates 
several different aspects into his resurrection narrative. Among these arc 
the motif o f doubt, the centrality o f Jerusalem, and the physical nature o f 
Jesus. It is a testament to his literary ability that he brings them together 
with a minimum o f inconsistency.
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Conclusion
While writing this paper, I have tried to point out many of the 
strengths and weaknesses in the resurrection narratives. The first level of 
understanding that we should address is the historicity of the narratives. 
Note that this does not directly address the problem of the historicity of the 
event. We can attempt to ascertain a historical origin of certain aspects of 
the narratives without addressing the resurrection. The principal historical 
aspect in the narratives is the tradition of the empty tomb. Since Mark is the 
earliest source for this tradition, our main concern is if Mark created the 
story. As was discussed in chapter one, it seems unlikely that an empty 
tomb tradition developed early. It is quite plausible that Mark created the 
empty tomb tradition to explain his understanding of the resurrection, if 
this is the case, then the stories that we have are the culmination of an 
understanding which developed in the first few generations after Jesus’ 
death. Because of such a development, the traditions that we have before us 
are buried beneath several levels of interpretation and reinterpretation. 
I^fltersfcisc, it seeuss■ that any ntteaapt to prove historical fact in the narratives 
would be impossible.
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While the historicity of the event may be beyond examination, we can 
still try to understand how the evangelists of the New Testament 
conceptualized the resurrection. There are two basic conceptions: a 
physical or a spiritual resurrection.
First, did the New Testament authors view the resurrection as a 
resuscitation? This is a difficult position to defend, because there is little 
evidence for a physical nature of Jesus in the narratives. Matthew has Jesus 
meet with the apostles, but there is no hint that Jesus had a physical form at 
this time. On the other hand, Luke may suggest Jesus had a physical form 
by having the apostles touch Jesus and having Jesus eat fish. There is also 
evidence in Luke, however, for a spiritual form of Jesus' resurrected state.
Second, did the evangelists conceptualize a more spiritual resurrec­
tion? This seems more likely than a physical resurrection. There is 
evidence that Mark, Matthew, and Luke all viewed the resurrection in this 
form. Furthermore, the earliest traditions, as seen in I Cor 15. seem to 
favor a spiritual conception.
Mark does not list any appearances. This may indicate that Mark 
understands the resurrection as spiritual in nature with Jesus being translated 
into heavenly existence. It has been suggested that 16:7 alludes to an 
appearance. Even if this is the case, there is no indication that Jesus would 
appear in a physical form.
Matthew may indicate that he understands the resurrection in spiritual 
terms by stating in 28:17, “but some doubted." White this may be nothing 
more than an emphasis on the necessity of faith, it may suggest that Jesus 
had a spiritual nature. Hence, some of the apostles had difficulty believing
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because they may have thought that they were seeing something other than 
the man they knew as Jesus o f Nazareth.
Luke's narrative gives the most convincing evidence for a spiritual 
nature o f Jesus’ resurrected state. Jesus disappears from in front o f the 
Emmaus disciples and reappears in the midst o f the eleven in Jerusalem. 
Next, Jesus ascends into heaven only to return in Acts and appear during 
forty days. Human beings do not disappear, reappear, ascend into heaven, 
and reappear again. While it can be argued that . ,uke understood Jesus to 
have a physical body with certain praeternatural powers, it seems more 
like ly  that Luke's narrative is describing a character w ith  spiritual 
attributes.
Paul lists the resurrection appearances in I Cor. 15. This is the 
earliest known recording of Jesus' resurrection. Since there are no 
descriptions of the appearances, it is difficult to show the nature of the 
appearances. The language that Paul uses, however, may suggest the nature 
that he had in mind. “The word used for ‘appeared’ is the same Greek word 
used elsewhere for visionary experiences” (Achtemeier, 864). Therefore, it 
can be suggested that in the earliest traditions the resurrection w as  
understood as spiritual.
The evidence from the texts seems to favor a spiritual conception of 
the resurrection. This is not surprising when we consider that the New 
Testament writers belonged to a Hellenistic milieu. This Hellenistic heritage 
understood the body and soul as two distinct entities. The soul was 
understood as eternal. Thus, this eternal spiritual aspect of a person might 
have influenced the evangelists’ conceptualization of the resurrection. Note
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that a spiritual conception of the resurrection is quite different from the 
docetic conception of Jesus. The Docetists maintained that Jesus only 
appeared to have a human form before and after the crucifixion. 
Therefore, we can understand the resurrection as a spiritual event without 
jeopardizing the reality of Jesus' physical suffering and death on the cross.
With an idea of how the New Testament writers conceptualized the 
resurrection, we can now address some broader theological questions. How 
does God act in the world? How does Christ's victory over death affect us? 
Finally, how do we solve the issue of divine reality?
If we accept the historicity of the resurrection, we can begin to 
understand how God acts in the world. Paul viewed Jesus' resurrection as 
an initiation of the resurrections for the faithful that was to follow. “But 
each in his own order: Christ the first fruits, then at his coming those who 
belong to Christ” (I Cor. 15:23). Thus, Jesus provides the example for how 
God will act. He will raise the pious in a manner similar to how Jesus was 
raised. If we accept Jesus' resurrection as spiritual in nature, then any 
subsequent resurrection would also be spiritual.
Jesus' victory over death is directly related to how God acts in the 
world, because God's action causes Jesus' victory over death. The form of 
this victory is still important. Does Jesus need to be raised physically to 
achieve a complete victory over death? Some people may maintain this 
position. If death is an ultimate end to existence, however, then any contin­
uation of existence would qualify as victory over death. Hence, a spiritual 
resurrection would fulfill the necessary requirements.
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Next, we would like to understand how this victory affects us. As 
notec above, i f  Jesus’ resurrection was physical, then the general 
resurrection would also have to be physical. There are certain philosophical 
d ifficu lties w ith a general physical resurrection. I f  we accept a general 
physical resurrection, then it must be a corporate resurrection at some end 
time after the parousia. This would involve the reconstruction o f the 
physical bodies o f all those being resurrected. While possible, this would 
seem unnecessary. A far more logical scenario is a spiritual resurrection. 
In this case, our spiritual nature w ill be removed from our bodies and raised 
to jo in  in the heavenly community. This type o f resurrection could occur 
over time and would be more realistic because it would not involve a 
repopulation o f the earth.
All this discussion about resurrection really doesn’t amount to 
anything if there is no divine reality. This is the ultimate question to ask 
when discussing religion. The resurrection certainly addresses this issue, 
but it cannot give a proof of divine reality. The answer lies in faith. 
Unfortunately, the origin of faith is a mystery. Paul said that faith comes 
from God, but it seems that society truly influences what we believe. It can 
also be said that a fear of death may drive us to have faith. The importance 
of faith cannot be overemphasized. We can understand about our world 
and its religions, however, we will never have a positive scientific proof 
about divine reality. Nevertheless, understanding our world and how our 
religions operate within this world is a better basis to make a decision about 
faith than to make a decision from a position of ignorance.
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